Digital subtraction radiography for detecting cortical and cancellous bone changes in the periapical region.
Previous studies have found that bony lesions cannot be visualized on conventional radiographs unless there is cortical plate involvement. The aim of this project was to compare the sensitivity of digital subtraction to conventional radiography for detecting periapical changes in cortical and cancellous bone. Using a long source-to-object X-ray technique and E-speed film, serial radiographs of a dry skull mandible were obtained. Two bone lesions per radiograph were simulated using #1 to 8 round burs. Conventional and digitally subtracted images were evaluated for lesion presence by a board of reviewers. The results demonstrated greater sensitivity scores for digitally subtracted images in identifying cortical and cancellous bone changes. The lower limit of detection was less for digitally subtracted images in cortical and cancellous bone as well.